IDEATE, INVENT AND INNOVATE IN ATU-NET GLOBAL TECHNOVATION HACKATHON 2022 (ATU-Net GTech 2022)

The Universiti Teknologi Malaysia in collaboration with Asia Technological University Network (ATU-Net) is calling all students to the ATU-Net Global Technovation Hackathon 2022 (ATU-Net GTech 2022), which will be launched virtually on 5th August 2022 (Friday).

Description:
All students from ICT, Engineering, Management, and Business academic backgrounds are welcome to participate in ATU-Net GTech 2022.

Themed “Harnessing Innovation to Combat Climate Change”, ATU-Net GTech 2022 will be conducted in hybrid mode, of which finalists will be competing at UTM, Malaysia physically for the final sprint. ATU-Net GTech 2022 is a collaborative work with industries and will feature prominent webinar speakers of various fields. 

Great networking sessions with students from other countries, learning opportunities via webinar sessions, and mentoring are curated during the 2nd evaluation to help guide students toward becoming the champion.

All teams will stand a chance to win CASH PRIZES and the top 3 winners will have special slots to present their winning ideas at the UTM University President’s Forum (UPF) on 18th November 2022 (Friday).

For registration: https://ddei5-0-ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fforms.gle%2fTGoWqB7icjZrANk38&umid=1B3186B9-E31E-DE05-BBFA-CA9803804833&auth=58f52d78abb971e22547b012230d397a7488877-0ad97b5663aa1355b7bb668f4b1ef071fd7ed3d0.

For more detail: https://atunet.org/atunetgtch2022/.
*Deadline for application: 31st July 2022 (Sunday).

THE - FORGING ALLIANCES TO MEET CHALLENGES (14 JULY 2022 VIRTUAL EVENT)

The Latin America’s rich biodiversity and research culture exemplify the makings of an attractive knowledge hub for local and international talent.

Join us online on 14 July to explore how these missions translate to consolidating Latin America's status as a key player in higher education on the world stage.

EVENT OBJECTIVES

- Provide multinational insights on the effects of privatisation within Latin America’s higher education community
- Evaluate the needs of a more digitally focused cohort to streamline the delivery of tertiary education across multiple demographics
- Explore avenues of internationalisation that lend themselves to the development of local communities

For more detail: https://www.timeshigheredevents.com/latin-america-universities-forum-2022
For detailed programme: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/latin-america-universities-forum-2022/agenda

The 30th Biennial World Congress

"The 30th Biennial World Congress of the International Association for The Philosophy of Law and Social Philosophy. the congress will take place in Bucharest, Romania, from 3-8 July 2022". The organization is a joint effort, combining the knowledge and resources of Dimitrie Cantemir Christian University and of The Romanian Association for The Philosophy of Law.

For more information, please visit https://www.ivr2022.org/